ECAT CLUB MEETINGS
JULY 2019

Jan Stevens [SLT/ELC]
Rachel Booth/ Liz Smith [EYAT]
THE 5 MINUTE GROUP CHAT ACTIVITY

FEEDBACK ON GAP TASKS

RESTORATIVE PRACTICE INPUT [RACHEL/LIZ]

THROUGH THE EYES OF A CHILD [DVD CLIPS]

GAP TASK
THE AUDIT ...!!!!!!!!!

Sorry!!
Gap Task from Previous Club Meeting

WORKING IN TEAMS TO EXPLORE THE TOP TIPS FOR TALKING BASED ON THESE CHECKPOINTS:

SHARE THE ECERS-R & ITERS CHECKLISTS

CONSIDER PEER-ON-PEER OBSERVATIONS TO SUPPORT STAFF DEVELOPMENT
RESTORATIVE PRACTICE

An awareness raising session for ECAT Lead Practitioners:
What is RP?
What are the key Restorative principles?
Talking restoratively
Exploring effective listening …
THROUGH THE EYES OF A CHILD

- Watch DVD clips: 4 in total
- Can be located on The Communication Trust website:

[www.thecommunicationtrust.org/resources](http://www.thecommunicationtrust.org/resources) then search for ‘Through the Eyes of a Child’
GAP TASK

- Share information about Restorative Practice with team; maybe consider training opportunities
- Share Through the Eyes of a Child clips with team & discuss